Leidos’ DigitalEdge™ is a highly configurable real-time software platform providing ingest, enrichment processing, and near real-time analytics of big data in motion. DigitalEdge™ routes the original format and enriched data to a large, open source NoSQL storage platform and to any number of authorized recipients or applications.

DigitalEdge™:
- gets the data in – data in motion is rapidly ingested and processed
- gets the data ready for analysis – cleansing, completing, normalizing, and enriching it
- gets the data out – by integrating with your current analytical tools and applications and by sending near real-time alerts about risks and anomalous behavior

DigitalEdge™ adds value to the velocity, volume, and variety of your data, and enhances the data to create high quality input into your business intelligence dashboards and analytical tools. For more information, visit [http://www.deleidos.com](http://www.deleidos.com).